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GENERAL INFORMATION

Terms and Conditions
Net 30 days on approved credit. A late payment charge of 1% per
month will be applied on overdue invoices. This charge will be 
pro-rated to the number of days past 30 days that the invoice is
overdue. All applicable sales taxes are extra. Distribution of this price
list does not in itself constitute an offer to sell. Orders can be 
received only from authorized Krug dealers. Acceptance of any order
and terms of sale may be established at the discretion of Krug. 
Deposits are required on orders received from new accounts as well
as on large or special orders. Krug reserves the right to 
discontinue designs, or to change designs, construction, prices, or
materials without notice.

Customer Service Hours
Please note customer service hours are:
8:30 am to 5:00 pm est
1.888.578.KRUG
1.519.748.5177 fax

Order Acknowledgements
Each order will be acknowledged via e-mail or fax. This acknowledgement
is the final agreement between Krug and the customer, superseding
all previous communications regarding the purchase order. Where
there is a discrepancy on a purchase order between a product code
and a description, Krug will make every effort to resolve the discrepancy,
but will be ruled by the product code ordered. Please check all 
acknowledgements for accuracy, and advise Krug of any 
discrepancies with a purchase order.

Cancellation
A cancellation can be made only by expressed agreement with Krug.
A cancellation fee may be incurred for restocking.

Dimensions
Dimensions are in inches and approximate, and subject to change
without notice. Contact Customer Service if dimensions are critical.

Blanket Wrapping
Krug will blanket wrap larger seating orders at customer’s request.
Please indicate on your purchase order and contact Customer 
Service.

Storage Charges
Krug reserves the right to assess a nominal storage charge if a 
customer does not accept shipment of an order within a week of the
ship date.

Contact Information
Phone: 1.888.578.KRUG (5784)
Fax: 1.519.748.5177
Purchase Order Fax: 1.888.236.4783
Purchase Order E-mail: orders@krug.ca
Web: www.krug.ca
E-mail: solutions@krug.ca

Installation Support
For assistance please contact Technical Support at 1-888-578-5784 x216
or e-mail installationhelp@krug.ca and you will be directed to the 
appropriate installation support person.

Warranty
Krug warrants Callisto, Aqua, Corfu and Karma products to be free from
defects in materials and workmanship for a period of 10 years from the
date of purchase. This warranty is applicable to products in use by their
original purchaser. This warranty does not apply to components and
materials not manufactured by Krug: these are subject to the specific
warranties of their manufacturers (if any). Repairs or replacement of
any defect covered under this warranty by Krug will be made, at our
option and method, at no charge to the original purchaser. Krug’s
judgement is final and binding with respect to the nature or cause of
defects or damage, and the necessity or manner of repair or replace-
ment.

This warranty does not apply to defects or damage resulting from:
• normal wear and tear occurring with the use of the product
• negligence, misuse, excessive use, alteration, improper cleaning

or repair
• substitution or use of incorrect or unauthorized components or

material
• handling or installation that is incorrect, or that causes damage or

defect
• damage incurred by a freight carrier other than Krug
• wearing of finishes and fabrics, and normal variations in materials

(including dye lot variations)
• properties of natural materials, including wood and leather
• exposure to environments with uncontrolled temperature and

humidity (products must be transported, stored and used in
climate-controlled conditions) 

 
Export Packaging
Krug is pleased to provide the option for export packaging on all our
products, to provide additional protection from damage.

Export packaging is provided at an upcharge of 5% of the net 
selling price per item.

Export Packaging is STRONGLY RECOMMENDED for:

(A) all shipments outside of the lower 48 states and Canada. 
(B) all shipments that will be held in storage for an extended period
prior to installation.

Important: Please note that Krug will not be responsible for damage
claims on product shipped or stored in the above conditions but
where export packaging has not been utilized.

Please contact Customer Service for specifications or any other 
assistance regarding export packaging.

Customer Satisfaction
It is the primary goal of Krug and our staff to ensure the complete
satisfaction of our customers with our products and performance.
If a problem arises with a Krug product after the expiration of the
limited warranty period, Krug will exercise its best efforts to achieve
the satisfaction of the customer in a manner that is fair to all 
concerned.

Damaged Shipments
All Krug product is well engineered, carefully inspected, and expertly
loaded onto our trucks at our Distribution Center. If you receive any
damaged freight, we ask that you do not refuse the shipment. Krug
is not responsible for damage to goods that occurs in transit or 
storage. It is the purchaser and/or receiver’s responsibility to examine
the goods upon receipt and to notify Krug of any damages, overages
or shortages. Any discrepancies should be noted on the Bill of Lading.
The delivering carrier will not accept responsibility for shortages or
damages if signed ‘‘clear’’. Notification of concealed damage claims
must be made to Krug Distribution within 5 days of delivery, along
with digital pictures if available. All product and packaging must be
available for inspection. Krug liability ceases after 5 business days
and Krug will not be responsible for concealed damages if 
shipments are left unopened. Krug is not responsible for the condition
of product that is stored or installed in an environment where 
temperature and humidity are not controlled.

Field Product Report Authorization
Krug's written authorization, in the form of an FPR number, must be
obtained prior to incurring charges of any kind if Krug is expected to
pay these charges. This includes authorization for field repairs and
replacements, installation and delivery charges. Krug reserves the
right to have its representative inspect product related to any 
request for such authorizations, prior to that authorization being 
provided. Deductions from invoices paid for any charges to Krug,
without prior written authorization in the form of an FPR, will not be
accepted. Digital photographs may be required to complete the FPR
process.
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Returns
No merchandise may be returned without Krug’s prior written 
consent. In the event of an authorized return, a Field Product Report
(FPR) number will be issued, and a restocking charge will apply. 
Return transportation charges must be prepaid. Unauthorized 
returns will not be accepted and will be returned freight collect. All
merchandise being returned must be properly packaged in its 
original or comparable replacement packaging to ensure protection
of the product during handling and transportation. Returns on orders
duplicated by the customer must be received in their original 
packaging to be accepted. Product being returned where Krug has
authorized its liability for  replacement or repair will be thoroughly
inspected on its return, and the results compared to the reason for
the return stated on the FPR. Any discrepancies, such as additional
damage, signs of usage, missing parts, etc., will result in an adjustment
to the amount of credit issued.

Care and Maintenance Leather
Leather is a natural product and requires very little care during use.
Most stains can be removed with a clean dry cloth. For stubborn
spots and stains, use a mild non-detergent cleaner, rinse well and let
air dry naturally. Do not use saddle soap, cleaning solvents, 
furniture  polish, oils, varnish, abrasive cleaners, soaps or ammonia
waters.

Fabric Upholstery
Professional upholstery cleaning is recommended.

Flammability Standards for Krug In-Stock Fabric Program

• Passes State of California Technical
CAL 117-2013

GENERAL INFORMATION

KRUG TEXTILES - UPHOLSTERY FABRICS | LEATHER

Krug Textiles -  Fabric Program
Krug Grade 1, 2 and 3 fabrics are also available on a cut yardage basis. 

Perk

Auburn
Cabana
Cedar
Crimson
Dijon
Ebony
Flint
Patriot
Pewter
Regal
Sesame
Walnut

Vox

Bark
Black
Cocoa
Downpour
Eco
Frothe
Goldenrod
Honest
Hot
Limelight
Morel
Mystic
Navy
Oat
Par
Ruby
Snap
Turquoise

Fuse

Azurean
Carmine
Cress
Ginger
Iris
Lunar
Malted
Morel
Pepper
Pimento
Pristine
Saffron
Walnut

Expo

Festive
Fog
Latte
Leaf
Lemon
Oasis
Raspberry
Sky
Spirit
Sprout
Tuxedo
Viola
Zest

Grade 1



KRUGEXPRESS PROGRAM
PROGRAM DETAILS
KrugExpress orders are ready to ship by the date acknowledged. Delivery and shipping schedules may result in actual shipping of orders at
a later date. Statutory holidays and scheduled factory vacations may add to acknowledged lead times of KrugExpress orders. Unless 
otherwise specified on the order, the customer’s standard method of shipping Krug products will be utilized.
Available factory capacity for KrugExpress is filled by orders received on a ‘‘first come, first serve’’ basis. If the normal KrugExpress lead time
is not available for your order because available capacity has been filled, you will be immediately advised of the earliest available 
ready-to-ship date. Please consult your Customer Service representative in advance if you wish to confirm the specific lead time availability
for a KrugExpress order.

Orders must be received by midnight of a given day for that day to be considered the official day the order is received. Order lead times are
acknowledged from the date the order is received, but not including the date the order is received. 

KrugExpress orders must be ‘‘clean’’ when received in order to be considered officially received on a given day, and lead times will be 
acknowledged from the date orders are determined to be ‘‘clean’’. Changes to KrugExpress orders are not allowed under any circumstances.

Orders for product on KrugExpress must clearly state: ‘‘KrugExpress’’.

COM and graded-in upholstery is available on Krug Express. Orders are scheduled on Krug Express, and given the best available date, when
the upholstery is received at Krug. Some conditions apply.

SEATING PROGRAM
Orders for seating products on the KrugExpress program may be subject to quantity maximums. Please contact Krug Customer
Service for more information. 
Quantity maximums are dependent upon available capacity, in order to insure that we ship all orders on time. 
Please note that the CAL 133 option is not available on KrugExpress. 
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CONTRIBUTES TO

CREDIT 2.1 - 2.2 Construction Waste Management 1-2 point(s)

CREDIT 3.3 Resource Reuse 1 point

CREDIT 4.1 Recycled Content 1 point

CREDIT 4.2 Recycled Content 1 point

CREDIT 4.5 Low Emitting Materials, 

Systems & Seating 1 point

CREDIT 5.1 Regional Materials* 1 point

CREDIT 7 Certified Wood 1 point(s)
(MUST BE REQUESTED)

*This credit is only applicable if in total 20% of the combined value of the procurement of construction materials and in the furniture are 
manufactured within a radius of 500 miles. This credit will apply if the installation of the finished product occurs within 500 miles of Kitchener, Ontario.

LEED CI CREDIT SUMMARY

CALLISTO 

PRE-CONSUMER
RECYCLED CONTENT = 28.83%

POST-CONSUMER
RECYCLED CONTENT = 21.67%

Up to 70.56% of this Callisto product is 
recyclable at the end of its useful life.

37.78% Aluminum

6.67%   Urethane Foam

6.67%   Plywood

3.33%   Fabric

22.22% Steel

11.11% Plastic

12.22% Cardboard

MATERIAL CONTENT:

level® CERTIFICATION, AIR EMISSIONS AND FSC® CERTIFICATION

level® CERTIFICATION
BIFMA’s e3 Furniture Sustainability Standard is a voluntary, multi-attribute standard that measures the degree
of sustainability of furniture. This standard evaluates product and company environmental attributes and
compliance systems in a wide range of elements which include Materials, Energy & Atmosphere, Human &
Ecosystem Health and Social Responsibility. Callisto   products have earned level®, BIFMA‘s sustainability
certification program for furniture, certification through third-party verification against the e3 standard.

AIR EMISSIONS
All Callisto products are supplied  air-emissions certified. Contact customer service for information. 

FSC®

In 2005, Krug received Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC®) Chain-of-Custody certification for our manufacturing
facilities. The FSC® Chain-of-Custody tracks certified wood from seedling to final sale. It signifies that the
growth, harvesting and production of goods are entirely achieved through responsible forestry, which guarantees
a healthy supply of forest resources for generations to come. 

Architects, designers, and building professionals can specify FSC®-certified products in order to achieve a
point from the US. Green Building Council's  Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Rating
System.



CALLISTO | FEATURES

BREATHABLE MESH
Mesh Seats and Backs are available in 2 colours: Black
and Grey.

UPHOLSTERED CUSHIONING
Upholstered Seats and Backs are available in a wide range
of textiles, and seat features molded foam that is supportive
for extended periods of sitting.

LUMBAR SUPPORT
This optional feature provides enhanced support in the lower
lumbar area of the back and has 1” of height adjustment.

ARMS
FIXED CANTILEVER ARM
This arm features Polished Aluminum with an integrated
urethane pad surface.

ADJUSTABLE ARM
Height adjustment of 2.5”. Arm pad forward/backward
adjustment of 1.5”. Arm pad has a 3 position swivel of 15
degree left and 15 degree right.

ARMLESS
All Callisto models are available armless.

SELF-ADJUSTING SYNCHRO MECHANISM
The tilt feature adjusts automatically to the user’s weight.
It includes a standard seat slider feature, and 4 position tilt
lock with anti-kickback, and height adjustability.

BASES
Base options include Polished Aluminum and Black 
Polymer, and a  soft wheel caster option.

WEIGHT CAPACITIES
Callisto has been tested and complies with 
ANSI/BIFMA x5.1-2011 standards.
Callisto has a load weight rating of 300lbs

OPTIONS

REPLACEABLE COMPONENTS
Callisto is uniquely designed to allow major components
to be field replaced, providing a very cost effective means
to significally extend the life of the product.

CAL 133 & Moisture Barrier
California Technical Bulletin 133 is a flammability test for
seating. Krug offers a compliance method which, in 
combination with non-flammable upholstery covers, may
enable the products to meet certification requirements for
this test. This process at the same time also provides the
products with a Moisture Barrier - a treatment that helps
to prevent the passage of liquids and moisture to inside
of upholstered components - thereby conferring sanitary
and anti-infection benefits. So when CAL 133 is specified,
the product also automatically has a Moisture Barrier, and
when a Moisture Barrier is specified, the product also 
features the compliance method and low flammability 
features of CAL 133. CAL 133 and Moisture Barrier are
available for an upcharge of $55 list per yard. 

The application of this upcharge and the compliance
method does not mean that the specific configuration of
product and upholstery cover are tested and officially 
certified as being CAL 133 compliant. If official certification
is required, Krug will provide this (through an independent
certified testing laboratory) at a charge of $700 per item,
plus the cost of the product to be tested. Lead time for
certification testing is typically 4-8 weeks. Krug assumes
no responsibility for the testing of our products in 
combination with upholstery covers, or for the results of
any testing conducted. Some specific configurations of
product and upholstery have already been tested. Please
contact Customer Service for additional information.
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DIMENSIONS & COM REQUIREMENTS

CALLISTO

Mesh Back & Seat, Adjustable T-Arm with Black Base
CAL1M12B 475

Mesh Back & Seat, Adjustable T-Arm with Black Base and Lumbar Support
CAL1M12BL 491

Mesh Back & Seat, Fixed Cantilever Arm with Black Base
CAL1M11B 488

Mesh Back & Seat, Fixed Cantilever Arm with Black Base and Lumbar Support
CAL1M11BL 504

Mesh back & Uphostered Seat, Adjustable T-Arm with Black Base
CAL1M22B 484

Mesh back & Uphostered Seat, Adjustable T-Arm with Black Base and Lumbar Support
CAL1M22BL 500

Mesh Back & Uphostered Seat, Fixed Cantilever Arm with Black Base
CAL1M21B 496

                                                                                                      Grade                       
Description                        Model                                                      1             

Callisto Option Upcharges $ List 

CAL 133 & Moisture Barrier (per yard) 55
Soft Wheel Casters 55

PRODUCT CODE KEY

        Line                        Series                       Back Style                      Chair Style                        Arm Style                       Base Style           Lumbar Support 

            Callisto           Management, Task              Mid Back                       Mesh Back                   Fixed Cantilever               Black Polymer        Lumbar Support
                                 & Conference Seating                                                     & Seat                                Arm                                                               Option
                                                   

                                                                                                                     Mesh Back,                 Adjustable T-Arm                                                          
                                                                                                                 Upholstered Seat                           

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

CAL 1 M 1 1

2

L

2

B

Seat Height Width
Overall Overall Overall Height  Arms From Between Seat Shipping COM
Width Depth Height MIn/Max Floor Arms Depth Weight Cubes YRD

CAL1M11 24 24.5 34 15.5-20 25.5-30 21 19 45 14.5 -

CAL1M12 24 24.5 34 15.5-20 25.5-30 17 19 45 14.5 -

CAL1M21 27 24.5 34 15.5-20 25.5-30 21 19 45 14.5 .85

CAL1M22 26 24.5 34 15.5-20 25.5-30 19 19 45 14.5 .85



    

    

 
     

  
  
  

   
   
  
  

 

                    
                     

        

  
   

 
   

          
    

AQUA | LEED CI CREDIT SUMMARY

AQUA

    

    

 
     

  
  
  

   
   
  
  

 

                    
                     

        

6% Plywood

3% Fabric

28% Plastic

45% Steel

11% Cardboard
7% Foam

MATERIAL CONTENT: PRE-CONSUMER 
RECYCLED CONTENT = 11.5%

POST-CONSUMER 
RECYCLE CONTENT = 21.91%

Up to 47.7% of Aqua product is recyclable at the 
end of its useful life.

level® CERTIFICATION & AIR EMISSIONS CERTIFICATION

CONTRIBUTES TO

CREDIT 2.1 - 2.2 Construction Waste Management 1-2 point(s)

CREDIT 3.3 Resource Reuse 1 point

CREDIT 4.1 Recycled Content 1 point

CREDIT 4.2 Recycled Content 1 point

CREDIT 4.5 Low Emitting Materials, 

Systems & Seating 1 point

CREDIT 5.1 Regional Materials* 1 point

CREDIT 7 Certified Wood 1 point(s)
( MUST BE REQUESTED)

*This credit is only applicable if in total 20% of the combined value of the procurement of construction materials and in the furniture are
manufactured within a radius of 500 miles. This credit will apply if the installation of the finished product occurs within 500 miles of Kitchener,
Ontario.

level® CERTIFICATION
BIFMA’s e3 Furniture Sustainability Standard is a voluntary, multi-attribute standard that measures the degree
of sustainability of furniture. This standard evaluates product and company environmental attributes and
compliance systems in a wide range of elements which include Materials, Energy & Atmosphere, Human &
Ecosystem Health and Social Responsibility. Aqua products have earned level®, BIFMA‘s sustainability
certification program for furniture, certification through third-party verification against the e3 standard.

AIR EMISSIONS
All Aqua products are supplied  air-emissions certified. Contact customer service for information. 

FSC®

In 2005, Krug received Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC®) Chain-of-Custody certification for our manufacturing
facilities. The FSC® Chain-of-Custody tracks certified wood from seedling to final sale. It signifies that the
growth, harvesting and production of goods are entirely achieved through responsible forestry, which guarantees
a healthy supply of forest resources for generations to come. 

Architects, designers, and building professionals can specify FSC®-certified products in order to achieve a
point from the US. Green Building Council's  Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Rating
System.
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AQUA | FEATURES & OPTIONS
ARM STYLE
Four arm styles are available on Aqua - Armless,
T-Arm, Height Adjustable T-Arm and Fixed 
Cantilever Arm.  

T-Arm - A comfortable and supportive urethane
pad, 10" in length by 3.5" wide, which can be
field replaced if damaged, as can the entire
arm. 

Height Adjustable T-Arm - In addition to the
same features as the T-Arm version, the arm
pad has a 3-position rotation horizontally: center,
left and right. The arm pad also adjusts forward
and rearward in 5 positions, and is height-
adjustable in 9 positions ranging over 4". 

Cantilever Arm - The top surface of this arm
has been proportioned to provide comfortable
arm support, with a resting surface of 10" x 2".   

ARM WIDTH ADJUSTMENT
Width adjustment is a standard feature on Aqua
arm styles. T-Arms, and Height Adjustable
T-Arms, can be width adjusted, operated by the
handwheel located under the seat. The T-Arms
are width adjustable in a range of 1.5” per arm, or
3” per chair. Cantilever arms can be width
adjusted with tools instead of a handwheel, with
adjustment range of 1” per arm, or 2” per chair. 

MECHANISM OPTIONS
Synchro-Tilt Mechanism - There are 5
recline/lock positions, in addition to a full range
of free-flowing movement. The forward position
of the pivot point allows the back and seat to
adjust in a 2:1 ratio synchronously, providing
comfortable recline of the back with minimal
incline of the seat.

Swivel-Tilt Mechanism - Provides excellent
value, durability and simplicity: forward and
backward tilt, tilt lock, and 360 degree swivel,
as well as vertical adjustment - ideal for 
short-term use environments, such as meeting
rooms, where numerous adjustability features
may not be desirable or necessary.  Aqua Stools
are only available with a Swivel Mechanism.

Seat-Slider Option - Available on the Synchro-Tilt
Mechanism, this offers a 2" range of forward
and rearward adjustment of the seat, with a
locking feature. The addition of the seat slider
adds 1/2” to the height of the seat and arms. 

BASE STYLE
Aqua seating is available with Black five star base
and black gas cylinder, or optional Polished
Aluminum five star base and chrome cylinder for
an upcharge of $28 list. Both bases come
standard with dual wheel black casters. Hard
casters are the standard and soft wheel casters
can be ordered for $44 list per chair. Aqua bases
are also available with a fixed height option for an
upcharge of $28 list per chair. 

MESH BACKS
Mesh Backs are made of breathable polyester 
elastomers, the Mesh Back has an ideal tension
that provides comfortable lumbar and thoracic
support for extended use and healthy sitting -
enhanced further with the air circulation
provided by the mesh's unique design, and an
easy-to-clean surface. The mesh back is also
replaceable. Mesh colors available:
• White • Warm Grey • Black • Sky• Clay • Neo
• Sunset • Cardinal  

UPHOLSTERED BACKS
A unique construction with a mesh suspension
core, combined with extensively-researched
ergonomic curvature, gives the Aqua back a
form-fitting comfort and a thin profile that is
designed for healthy long-term sitting.

BACK TENSION
Back tension on the mechanism is controlled
with an adjustment knob under the seat. It has
been designed to provide a range of back tension
adjustment suitable for users of varying sizes
and preferences.

REPLACEABLE COMPONENTS
Aqua chairs are uniquely designed to allow 
virtually all major components to be field 
replaced, providing a very cost effective means
to significantly extend the life of the product.
Seats, backs, mechanisms, arms, base and
casters are field replaceable. Pricing and model
numbers can be viewed online at www.krug.ca. 

OPTIONS
COMBINATION UPHOLSTERY
When combination upholstery is with upholstery
of the same grade or COM, an upcharge for
dual fabrics is $22 list per unit. When graded in
combination upholstery is selected, use the
highest upholstery grade or contact customer
service for a quote. Please provide the fabric
specified and a description of where each fabric
is to be applied on the product in order to
obtain a quote. 

CAL 133 & MOISTURE BARRIER
California Technical Bulletin 133 is a flammability
test for seating. Krug offers a compliance
method which, in combination with non-flammable
upholstery covers, may enable the products to
meet certification requirements for this test.
This process at the same time also provides the
products with a Moisture Barrier - a treatment
that helps to prevent the passage of liquids and
moisture to inside of upholstered components
- thereby conferring sanitary and anti-infection
benefits. So when CAL 133 is specified, the
product also automatically has a Moisture 
Barrier, and when a Moisture Barrier is 
specified, the product also features the 
compliance method and low flammability 
features of CAL 133.  CAL 133 and Moisture
Barrier are available for an upcharge of $44 list
per yard. 
The application of this upcharge and the 
compliance method does not mean that the
specific configuration of product and upholstery
cover are tested and officially certified as being
CAL 133 compliant. If official certification is 
required, Krug will provide this (through an 
 independent certified testing laboratory) at a
charge of $700 per item, plus the cost of the
product to be tested. Lead time for certification 
testing is typically 4-8 weeks. Krug assumes no
responsibility for the testing of our products in 
combination with upholstery covers, or for the 
results of any testing conducted. Some specific 
configurations of product and upholstery have
already been tested. Please contact Customer
Service for additional information.



Seat Height of Width
Overall Overall Overall Height Arms from between Seat Shipping COM
Width Depth Height  min/max Floor Arms Depth Weight Cube Yardage

Standard Height

Mesh Back 
Armless 20 23 38.3 17.3-21.7 N/A N/A 17.4 40 18 0.75
T-Arm 26.5 23 38.3 17.3-21.7 25.5-30 17-20 17.4 40 18 0.75
Height Adjustable T-Arm 26.5 23 38.3 17.3-21.7 25.5-30 17-20 17.4 40 18 0.75
Cantilever 25.8 23 38.3 17.3-21.7 25.5-30 21-23 17.4 40 18 0.75

Upholstered Back
Armless 20 23 38.3 17.3-21.7 N/A N/A 17.4 41 18 1.4
T-Arm 26.5 23 38.3 17.3-21.7 25.5-30 17-20 17.4 41 18 1.4
Height Adjustable T-Arm 26.5 23 38.3 17.3-21.7 25.5-30 17-20 17.4 41 18 1.4
Cantilever 25.8 23 38.3 17.3-21.7 25.5-30 21-23 17.4 41 18 1.4

Height measurements of Aqua tilter and teller chairs are taken with the pneumatic lift in the lowest position and with a standard height
range gas lift.
All dimensions are in inches and approximate and are subject to change without notice. Contact Customer Service if dimensions are critical.

WEIGHT CAPACITY:
Aqua has been tested to 300lbs.

DIMENSIONS & COM REQUIREMENTS

AQUA | MESH BACK

Aqua Mesh Back, Height Adjustable T-Arm in black with Swivel Tilt, 5 star base in black
AQU1M23B 388

Aqua Mesh Back, Height Adjustable T-Arm in black, with Synchro Tilt, 5 star base in black
AQU1M21B 397

Aqua Mesh Back, Height Adjustable T-Arm in black with Synchro Tilt/Seat Slider, 5 star base in black
AQU1M22B 415

Aqua Mesh Back, Cantilever Arm in black with Swivel Tilt, 5 star base in black
AQU1M33B 335

Aqua Mesh Back, Cantilever Arm in black, with Synchro Tilt, 5 star base in black
AQU1M31B 348

Aqua Mesh Back, Cantilever Arm in black with Synchro Tilt/Seat Slider, 5 star base in black
AQU1M32B 361

 

      

     

PRODUCT CODE KEY

     Line                              Series                          Back Style                              Arm Style                              Mechanism                            Base Style

        Aqua                   Management, Task               Mesh Back                  Height Adjustable T-Arm                  Synchro Tilt                                Black
                                 & Conference Seating                                                                                                                                                       (5 Star Base)
                                                                                                                                         

                                                                                                                                 Cantilever                             Synchro Tilt/                                    
                                                                                                                                                                               Seat Slider                                     

                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                                                Swivel Tilt                                      
                                                                                          
                                                                                                                                         

AQU

3

2M1

3

2

1 B

ORDERING NOTES
Mesh Colors available are listed on page 9.

                                                                             Grade                          
DESCRIPTION/MODEL                                            1              
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CONTRIBUTES TO

CREDIT 2.1 - 2.2 Construction Waste Management 1-2 point(s)

CREDIT 3.3 Resource Reuse 1 point

CREDIT 4.1 Recycled Content 1 point

CREDIT 4.2 Recycled Content 1 point

CREDIT 4.5 Low Emitting Materials, 

Systems & Seating 1 point

CREDIT 5.1 Regional Materials* 1 point

CREDIT 7 Certified Wood 1 point(s)
(MUST BE REQUESTED)

*This credit is only applicable if in total 20% of the combined value of the procurement of construction materials and in the furniture are 
manufactured within a radius of 500 miles. This credit will apply if the installation of the finished product occurs within 500 miles of Kitchener, Ontario.

KARMA | LEED CI CREDIT SUMMARY

KARMA 

PRE-CONSUMER
RECYCLED CONTENT = 5.51%

POST-CONSUMER
RECYCLED CONTENT = 24.98%

Up to 73.47% of this Karma product is
recyclable at the end of its useful life.

16% Cardboard

4% Fabric

18% Plywood

16% Plastic

4% Urethane Foam

41% Steel

level® CERTIFICATION, AIR EMISSIONS  AND FSC® CERTIFICATION

MATERIAL CONTENT:

level® CERTIFICATION
BIFMA’s e3 Furniture Sustainability Standard is a voluntary, multi-attribute standard that measures the degree
of sustainability of furniture. This standard evaluates product and company environmental attributes and
compliance systems in a wide range of elements which include Materials, Energy & Atmosphere, Human &
Ecosystem Health and Social Responsibility. Karma products have earned level®, BIFMA‘s sustainability
certification program for furniture, certification through third-party verification against the e3 standard.

AIR EMISSIONS
All Karma products are supplied air-emissions certified. Contact customer service for information. 

FSC®

In 2005, Krug received Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC®) Chain-of-Custody certification for our manufacturing
facilities. The FSC® Chain-of-Custody tracks certified wood from seedling to final sale. It signifies that the
growth, harvesting and production of goods are entirely achieved through responsible forestry, which guarantees
a healthy supply of forest resources for generations to come. Contact customer service for further information,
pricing and leadtimes.

Architects, designers, and building professionals can specify FSC®-certified products in order to achieve a
point from the US. Green Building Council's  Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Rating
System.



KARMA | FEATURES & OPTIONS

DESIGNED FOR COMFORT
The seat features an enhanced standard foam thickness,
combined with our proprietary webbing suspension
system, to provide superior comfort and a longer life
cycle. The back is contoured and angled to provide 
supportive sitting.

WALL SAVER
The angle of the back and the rear legs are designed to
keep the back away from the wall, to prevent wear and
damage to both the chairs and to the walls of the facility.

STACKING 
Karma stacks 6 high on the floor, and 10 chairs on the
dolly. The optional Underseat Cover can be specified to
help prevent indenting of seat upholstery on chairs that
will be stacked.

TANDEM SEATING
Karma chairs, and in-line tables, are designed to be
instantly converted to (or ordered as) tandem seating.
Armed and armless chairs can be connected - when
joining arm chairs the positioning prevents a pinch point 
between the arms. In-line tables can be configured 
between chairs or as end tables. And the tandem 
components can be easily removed to convert to 
freestanding.

WEIGHT CAPACITIES
Karma has been laboratory tested to meet a weight capacity
of 500 lbs, in all versions: arm and armless, and all widths
(including the bariatric size).

GLIDES
Karma's black nylon glides are non-adjustable, non-marring,
and field-replaceable if damaged or degraded.

POLYMER ARM 
Karma arms are durable, comfortable, and long lasting.
They are made with injected polymer that is a solid
color throughout the arm and are available in three
color options: Black, Grey and Taupe.

REPLACEABLE COMPONENTS
Karma is designed to allow major components to be field
replaced, providing a very cost effective means to significally
extend the life of the product.

ANTI-MICROBIAL FINISH
Karma wood surfaces come with an anti-microbial finish
that inhibits the growth of some molds and mildews.
Surfaces coated in this finish support the reduction of 
fungal growth, and spores from germs, microbes and 
bacteria.

OPTIONS

UNDERSEAT COVER
As an alternative to the standard dust cover under the seat,
this option, in black polymer, closes off the underside of
the chair, functioning as a cleanable Splashguard to
protect the interior from moisture. It also assists in chair

stacking, by distributing the weight to eliminate any 
indentations in the seat upholstery.

SLED BASE OPTION
Optional Sled Base frames are available, in the same three
finishes (Silver Metallic, Matte Black and Polished
Chrome) Sled base running from front leg to back leg, is
a low profile,  solid steel with nylon glides embedded on
the bottom side to prevent marring.

REMOVABLE COVERS & REPLACEMENT
COMPONENTS
Optional Removeable covers can be quickly installed on
Karma products that were originally ordered with the 
Removable cover option. Replacement covers can also be
installed on Karma products that were not originally
ordered with the Removable cover option, with some 
simple staple removal.

CAL 133 & MOISTURE BARRIER
California Technical Bulletin 133 is a flammability test for
seating. Krug offers a compliance method which, in 
combination with non-flammable upholstery covers, may
enable the products to meet certification requirements for
this test. This process at the same time also provides the
products with a Moisture Barrier - a treatment that helps to
prevent the passage of liquids and moisture to inside of 
upholstered components - thereby conferring sanitary and
anti-infection benefits. So when CAL 133 is specified, the
product also automatically has a Moisture Barrier, and when
a Moisture Barrier is specified, the product also 
features the compliance method and low flammability 
features of CAL 133. CAL 133 and Moisture Barrier are
available for an upcharge of $44 list per yard. 
The application of this upcharge and the compliance
method does not mean that the specific configuration of
product and upholstery cover are tested and officially 
certified as being CAL 133 compliant. If official certification
is required, Krug will provide this (through an independent
certified testing laboratory) at a charge of $700 per item,
plus the cost of the product to be tested. Lead time for 
certification testing is typically 4-8 weeks. Krug assumes no
responsibility for the testing of our products in 
combination with upholstery covers, or for the results of any
testing conducted. Some specific configurations of product
and upholstery have already been tested. Please contact
Customer Service for additional information.

12 | CANADA | SA SEATING
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Overall Overall Overall Seat Arms From Between Seat Shipping COM
Width Depth Height Height  Floor Arms Depth Weight YRD Cubes

Stacking Chair Upholstered
Armless
KAR2C-18.5 20.2 21.9 33.9 18 n/a n/a 17 22.5 1 18
With Arms
KAR2C-18.5 24.5 21.9 33.9 18 26.8 18.5 17 24 1 18

DIMENSIONS:
All dimensions are in inches and approximate and are subject to change without notice. Contact Customer Service if dimensions are critical.

DIMENSIONS & COM REQUIREMENTS

KARMA

18.5” Leg Frame, Silver Metallic - Fully Upholstered, No Arm with Standard Dust Cover
KAR2C-18.5L 182

18.5” Leg Frame, Silver Metallic - Fully Upholstered, with Black Arm and Standard Dust Cover
KAR2C-18.5L 196

                                                                                                      Grade                       
Description                        Model                                                      1             

PRODUCT CODE KEY

    Line                             Series                          Frame Size                    Frame Color                       Style                             Arm Style                Underseat Shroud

      Karma                    Stacking Chair                        18.5”                       Silver Metallic            Fully Upholstered                      Black                          Standard
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         Dust Cover
                                                
                                                                                                                                                                                        No Arm (Silver Metallic)                   
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
                                                                                                                                                                    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

KAR 18.5L2C S U AB D

NS



CORFU | LEED CI CREDIT SUMMARY

CORFU

    

    

  

 
     

  
  
  

   
   
  
  

 

                    
                     

        

29% Alminum

15% Cardboard

18% Plastic

30% Plywood

4% Urethane Foam

3% Fabric

MATERIAL CONTENT: PRE-CONSUMER 
R    

 
   

level® CERTIFICATION, AIR EMISSIONS AND FSC® CERTIFICATION

level® CERTIFICATION
BIFMA’s e3 Furniture Sustainability Standard is a voluntary, multi-attribute standard that measures the degree
of sustainability of furniture. This standard evaluates product and company environmental attributes and
compliance systems in a wide range of elements which include Materials, Energy & Atmosphere, Human &
Ecosystem Health and Social Responsibility. Corfu products have earned level®, BIFMA‘s sustainability
certification program for furniture, certification through third-party verification against the e3 standard.

AIR EMISSIONS
All Corfu products are supplied air-emissions certified. Contact customer service for information. 

FSC®

In 2005, Krug received Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC®) Chain-of-Custody certification for our manufacturing
facilities. The FSC® Chain-of-Custody tracks certified wood from seedling to final sale. It signifies that the
growth, harvesting and production of goods are entirely achieved through responsible forestry, which guarantees
a healthy supply of forest resources for generations to come. 

Architects, designers, and building professionals can specify FSC®-certified products in order to achieve a
point from the US. Green Building Council's  Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Rating
System.

    

    

  

 
     

  
  
  

   
   
  
  

 

                    
                     

        

  
   

 
   

PRE-CONSUMER
RECYCLED CONTENT = 14.47%

POST-CONSUMER
RECYCLED CONTENT = 22.19%

Up to 17.02% of this Corfu product is
recyclable at the end of its useful life.

CONTRIBUTES TO

CREDIT 2.1 - 2.2 Construction Waste Management 1-2 point(s)

CREDIT 3.3 Resource Reuse 1 point

CREDIT 4.1 Recycled Content 1 point

CREDIT 4.2 Recycled Content 1 point

CREDIT 4.5 Low Emitting Materials, 

Systems & Seating 1 point

CREDIT 5.1 Regional Materials* 1 point

CREDIT 7 Certified Wood 1 point(s)
(MUST BE REQUESTED)

*This credit is only applicable if in total 20% of the combined value of the procurement of construction materials and in the furniture are 
manufactured within a radius of 500 miles. This credit will apply if the installation of the finished product occurs within 500 miles of Kitchener, Ontario.
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SUSTAINABLE DESIGN
Corfu is made with recycled materials, with 
an overall recycled content of 40%. Many
of these same materials are also recyclable.
Corfu is air emissions certified.

OUTDOOR SEATING
Corfu has been designed for outdoor use,
with UV-resistant polypropylene components,
a rust-resistant aluminum frame, and the
option of drainage holes in the seat. Please
specify outdoor usage when ordering.

UNDER SEAT COVER
Each indoor version of Corfu includes an
underseat system for stacking: a grey
polypropylene seat pan that nests into the
seat below and protects it from the frame
above. It also provides for easy cleaning
and maintenance by covering the underside
of the chair. All outdoor versions of Corfu
do not include the underseat pan, to allow
for drainage, but include stacking bumpers.   

WOOD FINISH
Krug’s Enduraguard™ finish is a catalyzed 
conversion varnish topcoat, combined 
with a vinyl polymer-based sealer, that in 
independent testing has been shown to
have exceptional durability characteristics
in its resistance to scratching, marring, and
degradation from cleaning materials and
other substances.  

BEECH PLYWOOD
Wood seats and backs are made with 
European Beech hardwood veneers, featuring
nine (9) plys of cross grain for added
strength and durability.     

STACKING
Corfu chairs are stackable, to a maximum
of 13 chairs for the wood or plastic
versions, and 10 chairs for the upholstered
version, when stacked on the Corfu caddie.
Corfu chairs are stackable to a maximum
of 9 chairs for the wood or plastic versions
and 6 chairs for the upholstered version
when stacked on the floor. The upholstered
versions stack to a height of 74” in the 
armless version, and 76” with arms. The
non-upholstered versions stack to a height
of 70” in the armless version and 72” in the
version with arms.

CADDIE
The Corfu caddie provides enhanced
stackability, along with the ease of 
movement and storage. Its design allows
for the stacking and storage of all Krug
stackable chairs. It has a durable tubular
construction and 4 soft-wheel swivel, locking
casters. This caddie is designed to stack
and transport Krug’s other stacking chairs.

GANGING
Corfu can be ordered with the option of
ganging for the upcharge of $22 list per
chair. Please specify ganging when ordering.

PACKAGING
Corfu packaging features recycled, recyclable
cardboard. The arm and armless chairs are
shipped 4 units per carton.

ALUMINUM FRAME
Corfu seating is built with high strength 
aluminum castings and extrusions.
Aluminum is an ideal material for creating a
structurally superior chair frame: it eliminates
any potential for corrosion, and provides
excellent fit and the tightest of tolerances in
the transition between components. Finish
options are Silver Metallic Powder Coat, and
Polished Aluminum.  

PLASTIC COMPONENTS
Polypropylene seats, backs and other 
components are injection molded, with 
pigment diffused throughout the mold, and
featuring a compound that provides UV 
resistance to fading and brittleness from 
exposure to light. Seats and backs have a
minimum wall thickness of 5 mm, providing
excellent strength and shock resistance.
Corfu (Plastic Seat & Back) is available in six 
different colors. Please specify a color when
ordering.
Color Selection:
White, Black, Grey, Red, Blue, Sand

OPTIONS
COMBINATION UPHOLSTERY COVERS
Combination upholstery (more than one 
upholstery cover within the same unit) is an
option on all Corfu upholstered products.
Pricing for this option is the grade price for 
the highest grade upholstery selected. If the 
upholstery covers are the same grade, or are
COM, a 10% upcharge is applied to the
graded price.

CAL 133 & MOISTURE BARRIER
California Technical Bulletin 133 is a
flammability test for seating. Krug offers a
compliance method which, in combination
with non-flammable upholstery covers, may
enable the products to meet certification
requirements for this test. This process at the
same time also provides the products with a
Moisture Barrier - a treatment that helps to
prevent the passage of liquids and moisture
to inside of upholstered components -
thereby conferring sanitary and anti-infection
benefits. So when CAL 133 is specified, the
product also automatically has a Moisture
Barrier, and when a Moisture Barrier is 
specified, the product also features the 
compliance method and low flammability
features of CAL 133. CAL 133 and Moisture
Barrier are available for an upcharge of 
$44 list per yard. 
The application of this upcharge and the
compliance method does not mean that the
specific configuration of product and 
upholstery cover are tested and officially 
certified as being CAL 133 compliant. If 
official certification is required, Krug will 
provide this (through an independent 
certified testing laboratory) at a charge of
$700 per item, plus the cost of the product
to be tested. Lead time for certification 
testing is typically 4-8 weeks. Krug assumes
no responsibility for the testing of our 
products in combination with upholstery
covers, or for the results of any testing 
conducted. Some specific configurations of
product and upholstery have already been
tested. Please contact Customer Service
for additional information.

CORFU | FEATURES & OPTIONS



CORFU | MULTI-PURPOSE SEATING

                                                                           Grade                          
                                                                               1              DESCRIPTION/MODEL

ORDERING NOTES: 
When ordering the Silver Metallic frame with Plastic Seat and Back, the arm color matches the seat and back.
Corfu chairs are stackable, to a maximum of 13 chairs for the wood or plastic versions, and 10 chairs for the upholstered version, when
stacked on the Corfu caddie. Corfu chairs are stackable to a maximum of 9 chairs for the wood or plastic versions and 6 chairs for the 
upholstered version when stacked on the floor. The upholstered versions stack to a height of 74” in the armless version, and 76” with arms.
The non-upholstered versions stack to a height of 70” in the armless version and 72” in the version with arms.

PRODUCT CODE KEY

Line                            Series Chair Style                          Arm Style               Metal Finish                         

Multi-Purpose                        Plastic with Armless                   Silver Metallic                        
                  Upholstered Seat                            
                                                                                          & Back Pads

                                                                
                                                                Armed                                                           

                                                                

                                                                

COR 2 S0

1

2

Plastic Seat & Back with Upholstered Pads, 
Armless, with Silver Metallic frame
COR2-20S                                     248             

  

Plastic Seat & Back with Upholstered Pads, 
Plastic Arms, with Silver Metallic frame
COR2-21S                                     278             

  

Fully Upholstered Seat & Back, Armless, 
with Silver Metallic frame
COR2-40S                                    304

 

  

 
                  
         
                         

                          
                       

               
                    

                
          

  

                    Series Chair Style                  Arm Style Metal Finish

M                      Plastic Seat &                             Armless                                Silver Metallic
B

  
 

 

  

 
  

 
  

 

  
 

     
   

 

     
   

 

      
   

 

       
   

 

       
    

 

       
    

 

       
     

 

       
      

 

  

 

  

 
                  
         
                         

                          
                       

               
                    

                
          

  

                    Series Chair Style                  Arm Style Metal Finish

M                      Plastic Seat &                             Armless                                Silver Metallic
B

  
 

 

  

 
  

 
  

 

  
 

     
   

 

     
   

 

      
   

 

       
   

 

       
    

 

       
    

 

       
     

 

       
      

 

  

 

  

  

                                        

                                                    Armless                                Silver Metallic
B
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     Overall     Overall      Overall      Seat          Height of                   Width                     Seat           Shipping      Cube
     Width      Depth       Height      Height       Arms from Floor        Between Arms       Depth        Weight                                  

                     20.87      20.87       32.28       17.5          n/a                            n/a                         17              53.6             4.4

                     23.23      20.87       32.28       17.5          26.75                        21.25                     17              63.2             4.4

                     20.87      20.87       32.28       17.5          n/a                            n/a                         17              71.2             4.4

COR2-20S

COR2-21S

COR2-40S

DIMENSIONS


